Abstract—We would like to enable a robotic agent to quickly and intelligently find promising trajectories through structured, unknown environments. Many approaches to navigation in unknown environments are limited to considering geometric information only, which leads to myopic behavior. In this work, we show that learning a sampling distribution that incorporates both geometric information and explicit, object-level semantics for sampling-based planners enables efficient planning at longer horizons in partially-known environments. We demonstrate that our learned planner is up to 2.7 times more likely to find a plan than the baseline, and results in up to a 16% reduction in traversal costs as calculated by linear regression. We also show promising qualitative results on real-world data.

I. INTRODUCTION

We would like to enable intelligent autonomous navigation in structured, unknown environments. Algorithms that rely on dense geometric representations to generate motion plans often result in myopic behavior when deployed in novel, unknown environments. Consider a robot equipped with a RGB-D camera, with limited range and field of view. Under traditional planning paradigms, the robot often must first map an entire room, before realizing it must be exited via a door.

Object-level semantic information can provide important contextual cues beyond the range of dense geometric information to inform more intelligent long-horizon decisions. Not only do some studies suggest that object-level navigation is a biologically plausible motion-planning strategy [1], [2], many object-level elements in the environment can inform higher-level navigation decisions (i.e., traveling to a door is the most efficient way of exiting a room). With the advent of low-cost object detection [3], [4], various object-level mapping approaches have been proposed [5]–[7], enabling a renewed investigation of how to leverage object-level semantic cues for real-world robot navigation.

Despite their intuitive usefulness, object-level maps can be difficult to integrate within planners designed for unknown environments. Some approaches to navigation in unknown environments use generative models to predict unobserved occupancy information, such as [8], but are strongly coupled to well designed hierarchical representations for which relationships between objects may be hard to specify. Other approaches intelligently factor the environment into frontiers [9], but while doors are frontiers between rooms and hallways, not all objects should be navigation waypoints—exit signs are objects that provide information about nearby doors, and windows indicate the extents of buildings. Furthermore, the utility of object relationships can be a complex function that may change conditioned on the ultimate objective. For example, the usefulness of a door with an exit sign is determined by whether the goal is outdoors.

Modern sampling-based motion planners (SBMPs) such as the RRT* [10], PRM [11], etc., reduce computational intractability, but are generally optimized for dense geometry in fully known environments. While it has been shown that the efficiency of SBMPs can be dramatically improved by intelligent sampling strategies [12]–[14], the development of efficient sampling algorithms to speed up planning has largely focused on dense geometry. Examples include exploiting geometric properties of the current best solution [15], and learning sampling distributions using variational autoencoders [16] [17]. Furthermore, state of the art sampling algorithms tend to focus on improving planning speed or safety [18], but generally do not consider planning performance in unknown environments, where planners often only have access to incomplete geometric information. Although approaches such as [19] implicitly incorporate semantics into geometric representations, they do not reason over explicit object-level maps, which can potentially be useful for making intelligent decisions at a longer range.

In this work, we combine the computational power of randomized motion planners with higher-level semantic information via a learned sampling distribution, enabling intelligent navigation in structured, unknown environments.
We propose optimizing a predictive sampling distribution inferred from dense geometric representations that track unobserved space, explicit object-level contextual cues both within and beyond the range of dense geometry, and information about the goal. This enables SBMPs to not only find plans quickly, but also reason about which plans are most likely to reach the goal despite incomplete geometric information. Rather than pre-specifying navigation rules and heuristics over our representations, we show that a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) can be leveraged to synthesize multi-modal map information into a proper sampling distribution, and that learning a sampling distribution over geometric and semantic information improves navigation results in unknown environments.

II. LEARNED SAMPLING DISTRIBUTIONS

In this section, we first review the definition of a planning problem, then re-formulate the problem in the context of learning a maximum-likelihood sampling distribution informed by multimodal information. Finally, we describe how to generate training data and the structure of the model.

A. Optimal Planning in Unknown Environments

The goal of motion planning is to find a feasible trajectory from an initial state to a terminal state. Let \( \mathcal{X} \subset \mathbb{R}^d \) denote the state space of the robot, where \( d \) is the cardinality of the state. It is also commonly assumed that \( \mathcal{X} \) is composed of occupied and unoccupied states, \( \mathcal{X}_{\text{free}} \) and \( \mathcal{X}_{\text{occ}} \), and that there exists a known mapping from every \( \mathcal{X} \) to its occupancy value, \( f: \mathcal{X} \rightarrow \{ \mathcal{X}_{\text{free}}, \mathcal{X}_{\text{occ}} \} \). In practice, when occupancy information is unavailable, the state is often assumed to be in \( \mathcal{X}_{\text{free}} \). By denoting a trajectory to be a continuous mapping \( \mathcal{T} : [0,1] \rightarrow \mathcal{X}_{\text{free}} \), and a start and goal \( x_s, x_g \in \mathcal{X} \), the planning problem can be formally stated as the minimization of some scalar cost function \( c(s) \in \mathbb{R} \) subject to constraints:

\[
\begin{align*}
s^* &= \arg\min_{s} c(s) \\
\text{s.t. } &s^*(t) \in \mathcal{X}_{\text{free}} \forall t \in [0,1] \\
&\quad s^*(0) = x_s, s^*(1) = x_g.
\end{align*}
\]

Sampling-based motion planners solve this optimization problem by extracting random graphs \[15\] to approximate a solution to Equation[1]. Graphs are generated by sampling states from a sampling distribution \( P(x; \Gamma) \), where \( \Gamma \) are optional additional inputs to the distribution, then constructing a navigation graph \( G \) from valid states, where \( G = (V, E) \), \( V = \{v_0, v_1, \ldots, v_n\} : v \sim P(x; \Gamma) \), \( E = \{e_0, e_1, \ldots, e_m\} \), and \( V, E \in \mathcal{X}_{\text{free}} \). For notational convenience, we will also interchangeably express an edge as \( e_{ij} \) to represent the directed edge from \( v_i \) to \( v_j \). In this representation, the \( n \) vertices of the graph correspond to the sampled states, and the \( m \) edges represent feasible traversals from one state to another. A valid trajectory \( \mathcal{T} \) is a directed, connected, acyclic sub-graph of \( G \). The optimization in Equation[1] can then be formulated as:

\[
\begin{align*}
T^* &= \arg\min_{\mathcal{T}} C(\mathcal{T}) \\
\text{s.t. } &T^* = \{V^*, E^*\}, s(e_0) = x_s, t(e_m) = x_g, \\
&u \neq v' \forall u, v' \in V^* \\
&t(e_1) = s(e_{i+1}) \forall i \in \{1 \ldots m - 1\} \\
&V^* \in V, E^* \in E,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( C(\mathcal{T}) \in \mathbb{R} \) is a scalar cost function that evaluates the cost of a sub-graph, \( t(e) \) indicates the terminal node of edge \( e \), \( s(e) \) indicates the start node of edge \( e \), and \( V, E \in \mathcal{X}_{\text{free}} \).

Intuitively, a good choice of \( P(x; \Gamma) \) is one more likely to sample \( G \)s that contain \( T \)s that are close to the solution to Equation[2]. A common approach is to leverage a fully observed occupancy map and the geometric location of the goal \( (M^g_k, x_g) \) as conditioning parameters, \( \Gamma = \{M^g_k, x_g\} \[12\], \[19\], \[20\]. However, this choice of parameterization is often limiting in real-world environments, where sensor limitations mean that geometric models are almost certainly inaccurate and incomplete. Assuming maps are complete is particularly detrimental when traditional methods rely on complete geometric information to eliminate low-cost but ultimately infeasible paths by searching only in the space of valid trajectories (i.e., \( \{T \mid \forall v \in T, e \in \mathcal{X}_{\text{free}} \} \)).

B. Multimodal Information for Navigation

In this work, we propose a novel approach to navigation in unknown environments, which learns a sampling strategy from both geometric and non-geometric navigational cues. Specifically, we would like to take advantage of sparse, metrically correlated object-level maps, which can provide semantic information both within and beyond the partial dense geometric map, to inform planning. By learning a predictive sampling distribution inferred from information about unknown space, low-level geometry, and explicit object-level contextual cues such as doorway and exit signs, we can empower SBMPs to reason about the pertinent structure of environments that have only been partially observed and therefore find better plans. For example, instead of having to densely map the walls of a room in order to exit it, the presence of a door is a clear semantic cue for a navigation strategy that has high probability of success (see Figure[3]). Formally, we let \( \Gamma = \{M, C\} \), where \( M \) denotes a hybrid form of map representation that incorporates low-level geometric information with semantic, object-level information (both of which may be incomplete). The semantic map is generated by projecting object-level maps onto a grid, where grid cell values indicate an object’s class. \( C \) denotes planning context parameters, such as the goal location and whether the goal is indoors or outdoor. We solve Equation[2] over the graph sampled from \( P(x;\{M, C\}) \).

However, even with an optimized sampling distribution, we observe that simply being more likely to place samples along the optimal path does not encourage more likely trajectories to be chosen if the objective function of the graph search is not also informed by the information in the...
the distribution with some mapping \( \phi \) is intractable. Instead, we would like to approximate the cost function over graph edges:

\[
C(\mathcal{T}) \propto P(\mathcal{T}).
\]

### C. Learning Sampling Distributions

In general, determining the form of \( P(x; \{\mathcal{M}, C\}) \) analytically is intractable. Instead, we would like to approximate the distribution with some mapping \( \phi \) that depends on the hybrid map representation and the contextual information:

\[
P(\mathcal{T}^*; \mathcal{M}_i, C_i) \approx \phi(\mathcal{T}^*; \alpha; \mathcal{M}_i, C_i).
\]

where \( \alpha \) denotes the parameters of the predictive sampling distribution model. A naive approach to the optimization of \( \phi \) is to assume a dataset of optimal sampling distributions \( P(\mathcal{T}^*) \), then attempt to minimize some distance metric between \( P(\mathcal{T}^*) \) and \( \phi(\mathcal{T}^*; \alpha; \mathcal{M}_i, C_i) \). In practice, specifying \( P(\mathcal{T}^*) \) is difficult, especially because such a distribution must account for the existence of multiple optimal trajectories that may exist in a complex environment.

While it is difficult to obtain example ground-truth sampling distributions, obtaining a representative dataset \( \mathcal{D} \) of \( q \) example trajectories along with partial, hybrid environmental information and context information such that \( \mathcal{D} = \{(T_0, \mathcal{M}_0, C_0), (T_1, \mathcal{M}_1, C_1), \ldots, (T_q, \mathcal{M}_q, C_q)\} \) is a far more tractable endeavor. Therefore, we propose learning a mapping for the sampling distribution by maximizing the probability that an optimal trajectory \( \mathcal{T}^* \) will be sampled given \( \mathcal{M}_i \) and \( C_i \), over the training dataset:

\[
\arg \min_{\alpha} \sum_{i}^{q} -\log P(\mathcal{T}^*; \alpha; \mathcal{M}_i, C_i),
\]

where the maximum likelihood optimization has been converted into a negative log-likelihood minimization. The dataset \( \mathcal{D} \) may be obtained offline in simulation, or in a gradual online fashion running any traditional planner that eventually finds optimal plans.

However, learning a joint distribution over \( V \) and \( E \) is extremely difficult due to the exponential state space of all possible sampled graphs. We therefore approximate Equation 5 as the joint distribution over nodes only:

\[
\arg \min_{\alpha} \sum_{i}^{q} -\log P(V_i, \alpha; \mathcal{M}_i, C_i).
\]

Equation 6 abstracts trajectories into collections of nodes, rather than edges, and is similar to the approach taken in [16]. For computational tractability, we make a final approximation that the vertices in the sampled trajectory are conditionally independent:

\[
\arg \min_{\alpha} \sum_{i}^{q} -\log \prod_{j=0}^{|T_i|} P(v_{i,j}, \alpha; \mathcal{M}_i, C_i).
\]

Finally, we substitute in our learned approximation \( \phi \) for \( P \):

\[
\arg \min_{\alpha} \sum_{i}^{q} \sum_{j=0}^{|T_i|} -\log \phi(v_{i,j}, \alpha; \mathcal{M}_i, C_i).
\]

In practice, we optimize a scaled version of Equation 8 for numerical stability.

### D. Neural Network Model Structure and Optimization

In this work, a convolutional neural network serves as the base form of model \( \phi \), and the optimization over \( \alpha \) in Equation 8 is the optimization of the network weights. CNNs are particularly attractive due to their demonstrated successes in feature extraction, especially for multi-modal data inputs [21]. We exploit the modeling power of stacked convolutional layers to form our hybrid representation, i.e., \( \mathcal{M} = \{\mathcal{M}_2; \mathcal{M}_3\} \) such that \( \mathcal{M} \in \mathbb{R}^{q \times q \times 2} \), where \( \mathcal{M}_q \in \mathbb{R}^{q \times q} \) is a local pixel-wise map with occupancy information, \( \mathcal{M}_s \in \mathbb{R}^{q \times q} \) is a discretized local semantic information map, and the two maps are concatenated together before being passed to the encoding CNN \( \phi^{enc} \), whose output is then decoded via \( \phi^{dec} \) to form a general un-normalized distribution \( \phi^{gen} \):

\[
\phi^{gen}(x_d; \alpha_{dec, enc}, \mathcal{M}) = \phi^{dec}_{x_d}(\alpha_{dec}, \phi^{enc}(\alpha_{enc}, \mathcal{M})),
\]

where \( q \in \mathbb{Z}, x_d \in \mathcal{X}_d, \mathcal{X}_d \) is a discretized form of \( \mathcal{X} \), and \( \alpha_{dec}, \alpha_{enc} \) denote the network weights for their respective networks. To incorporate contextual information with map-level information and obtain our final un-normalized distribution, we concatenate the output of the encoding CNN with \( \mathcal{C} \), and pass the new matrix through a second decoding \( \phi^{attn} \) that modifies the general distribution from Equation 9 to form our final unnormalized distribution \( \phi^P \), i.e.,

\[
\phi^P(x_d; \alpha_{dec, enc, attn}, \mathcal{M}, \mathcal{C}) = \phi^{gen}(x_d; \alpha_{dec, enc}, \mathcal{M}) \circ \phi^{attn}(x_d; \alpha_{attn, enc}, \mathcal{M}, \mathcal{C}),
\]
Fig. 3: Overview of model used to learn sampling distribution. Learned distributions are plotted as filled contour plots (blue is high probability, grey-green is low probability) overlaid on occupancy maps. In the first half of the network, local occupancy (a) and semantic (b) maps are passed through a CNN that learns a latent representation (c) and a context-agnostic distribution (d). A second network takes the latent layer (c) and contextual information (e) to learn a contextual attention matrix, which is multiplied against the general distribution to obtain a context-dependent distribution (f). The rightmost box shows the effect of different contextual inputs to the second network. Without contextual information, the distribution learns only general navigation heuristics. After adding contextual information about the goal, the network learns different navigation strategies. For example, when the goal is to the right and inside, the exit sign has low probability (g), but when the goal is to the left and outside, the exit sign has higher probability, biasing the planner to exit the building (j). The learned distribution is able to place probability near the exit sign, despite not having densely mapped the region.

where the context variable includes the relative location of the goal and a flag indicating whether the goal is indoors or outdoors, such that $C \in \mathbb{R}^{d+1}$.

To enforce a proper probability distribution $P$, we pass the raw output of the network through an exponential, and then normalize the resulting positive output:

$$
\phi(x_d; \alpha_{\{dec,enc\}}, \mathcal{M}, C) = \frac{\exp(\phi_P(x_d; \alpha_{\{dec,enc\}}, \mathcal{M}, C))}{\sum_{x_d} \exp(\phi_P(x_d; \alpha_{\{dec,enc\}}, \mathcal{M}, C))},
$$

(11)

We propose a two-stage optimization that learns two types of navigational modes separately. In the first stage, we optimize $\alpha_{enc}$ and $\alpha_{dec}$ and learn a task-independent sampling distribution that highlights general navigation modes of the environment. In the second stage, we freeze the network weights associated with general navigation modes, and learn a task-specific modifier of the original distribution that takes into account the context associated with a specific task (i.e., optimize $\alpha_{attn}$). See Figure 2 for network details, and Figure 3 for qualitative outputs. The network optimizes Equation 11 via back-propagation and stochastic gradient descent with mini-batches.

III. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we describe the experimental procedure used to benchmark our learned sampling distribution against a uniform sampling distribution in simulated floorplan environments, and report aggregate metrics. Finally, we show qualitative results on data collected by a real-world vehicle.

A. Experimental Setup

We first demonstrated our approach in simulation using real-world floorplan data from MIT [22], which included floorplans from 13 buildings, split into 10 train buildings and 3 test buildings. The data was used to generate discretized occupancy and semantic maps, where door locations were provided by the dataset; plausible windows and exit signs were manually annotated. We assumed a holonomic vehicle with a planar depth sensor with an 85.2 degree field of view and 5 meter range and a RGB vision system with a 69.4 degree field of view capable of observing objects from 10 meters away, with no sensor or pose estimate noise.

B. Dataset Generation

We generated 1000 navigation tasks in known maps, categorized by indoor or outdoor start and goal locations, omitting outdoor only tasks due to the lack of semantic information outdoors in our environments. We simulated
TABLE I: A comparison of plan costs between the learned sampling distribution and baseline planners when both planners succeed, broken out by dataset and planner iterations per query (N), which is correlated to the number of samples drawn per step. ||D|| and ||Dm|| are the total number of trials run and the number of trials where both planners succeeded. ||D|| varies over N due to the time involved in running longer trials. \( \bar{C} \) and \( R^2 \) score are the slope and fit score of a linear regression with zero intercept. \( \bar{C}/C^* \) and \( C_b/C^* \) are the mean and standard error of the mean of the trajectory cost divided by the resolution-optimal trajectory cost for learned and baseline respectively. In the II dataset, the learned sampling distribution finds lower cost plans than the baseline, indicating that using the learned sampling distribution with a SBMP results in better navigation outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>IO</th>
<th>IO</th>
<th>IO</th>
<th>IO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1162</td>
<td>1016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>642</td>
<td>819</td>
<td>787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{C}/C^* )</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+0.01</td>
<td>+0.01</td>
<td>+0.02</td>
<td>+0.02</td>
<td>+0.03</td>
<td>+0.03</td>
<td>+0.10</td>
<td>+0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_b/C^* )</td>
<td>+0.02</td>
<td>+0.01</td>
<td>+0.02</td>
<td>+0.03</td>
<td>+0.02</td>
<td>+0.06</td>
<td>+0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4: Selected scatter plots of distance travelled in simulation units for PRM + LSD vs. PRM + Unf (blue circles) and the slope calculated by linear regression (red line) for various test conditions, where N is as in Table I. The dotted line is plotted as a reference for equal cost.

**C. Simulation Evaluation Results**

To evaluate our approach, we simulated a robot completing online navigation tasks in unknown environments using a modified version of PRM [23] with a Euclidean objective function without a priori map information. At each timestep, the robot generated and executed a plan, uncovering geometric and semantic information. We assumed that both maps were well approximated by raycasting in known maps according to the sensor characteristics. To generate diverse expert trajectories, at random intervals during the task we randomly selected a new goal location and solved for a dense, resolution optimal path to the goal location using a graph-based search over the ground-truth occupancy map with soft costs\(^2\). We then extracted body-centered local maps of 160x160 pixels (i.e., \( M_g, M_s \)) and label them with the points in the example trajectory. This dataset is then used to train the model in Equation 8. To examine the utility of our approach under different contexts, we create two evaluation datasets, the first where the robot begins indoors, and is informed that the goal is also inside (Inside-Inside, or II), and another where the robot begins indoors, and is informed that the goal is outdoors (Inside-Outside, or IO). An evaluation dataset where the robot begins outdoors is not included, as our floorplans lack outdoor semantic information.

\(^2\)In practice, expert trajectories may be generated in many ways. We have assumed that these paths approximate optimal sub-graphs and can be represented as a set of edges and vertices.

Fig. 5: A comparison of plan success rates between the learned (PRM + LSD, shown in red) and baseline (PRM + Unf, shown in black) planners, where N is as in Table I. The learned sampling distribution finds plans more frequently than the baseline, demonstrating that our learned sampling measure empowers PRM to find plans more quickly. We observe that the limitations placed on the timesteps per trial may inhibit the convergence of the harder IO test set. A small percentage (< 2%) of trials were marked as failures due to the vehicle coming into collision with the environment; these trials were removed when calculating success statistics.

Plans generated by the learned sampling distribution and baseline are compared in Fig. 5 demonstrating that PRM + LSD was more likely to find feasible plans than PRM + Unf. We note that the learned distribution outperformed the baseline most notably at low sample counts, indicating that our method is especially useful for resource-constrained platforms. While the learned distribution was more successful in both test sets for all N, we observe the most significant improvements in the IO test set. For example, for the N = 500 case, PRM + Unf had a success rate of 25%, while PRM + LSD had a success rate of 69%.

We also demonstrate that our approach enables efficient navigation in certain domains. A comparison of plan costs is shown in Table I. Figure 4 includes scatter plots of trajectory costs for a selection of scenarios. For the II test set, we demonstrated between a 5% and 16% decrease in plan cost (determined by linear regression) when using the...
learned sampling distribution. In the IO test set, we generally demonstrated no statistically significant differences in plan cost for the two planners. In Figure 6-(a-i), we show a trial where the learned planner outperforms the baseline planner. The baseline planner greedily explores many rooms, while the learned planner places probability in the hallways and exit doors and navigates directly to the goal. In Figure 6-(j), we show a trial where the learned planner finds a near optimal plan and the baseline fails; we note that this trial, while clearly demonstrating the ability of the learned planner to find low cost trajectories, is not a mutually successful trial and therefore is not included in the aggregate statistics. In cases such as 6-(k), a suboptimal learned distribution causes PRM + LSD to suffer from failure modes similar to those of PRM + Unf, which leads to inefficient trajectories. Overall, we demonstrate that our learned sampling distribution significantly improves the success rate of PRM, and decreases plan costs over the II test set.

D. Real-World Evaluation Results

To evaluate the performance of a SBMP paired with the learned sampling distribution in a real-world environment, we performed qualitative analysis of planning performance on real-world data. The data was collected by a 1/10th scale racecar platform, carrying the Intel T265 and D435i modules (which provide state estimates and RGB-D images, respectively) and an Intel Nuc i7. Dense geometric maps were generating using a standard geometric estimation and mapping stack [24]. An object detector based on SSD-Mobilenet [3], [25], [26] was fine tuned to detect doors and windows with data from the OpenImages dataset [27], and an exit sign detector was written using HSV filtering. Object-level maps were generated by approximately projecting the output of an object mapping system [5] onto a plane. Figure 7 shows qualitative results from the experiment, demonstrating the utility of the learned sampling distribution.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented a novel method for extending sampling-based motion planners into unknown environments by learning a sampling distribution. We demonstrate that sampling from the learned distribution in addition to utilizing the learned distribution as a cost function in a SBMP results in significantly higher success rates and can lower traversal costs in some domains. We have shown that learning a sampling distribution using object-level semantic information and geometric maps can enable long-horizon navigation in unknown environments, outperforming baseline, uniform sampling strategies. Finally, we have presented promising qualitative results on a real-world data.
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